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RABAT: More than a month after its launch, an
unprecedented boycott campaign in Morocco
against three well-known brands has revived criti-
cism against links between the country’s business
and political elite. Spreading like wildfire across
social media, the campaign is targeting Afriquia
service stations, Sidi Ali water and Danone milk -
leaders in their sectors - and calling for a drop in
prices. Despite brand communication efforts to curb
the campaign, AFP saw its popularity in cafes, shops
and deserted Afriquia petrol stations in several
Moroccan cities. 

Some 57 percent of Moroccans are actively
engaged in the boycott, according to a survey of
3,575 mostly middle class Moroccans published this
week in the country’s L’Economiste newspaper. The
Afriquia group belongs to billionaire Aziz
Akhannouch, the richest man in Morocco, minister of
agriculture since 2007 and head of the National
Rally of Independents (NRI) technocrat political
party. The boycott carries “a symbolic message from
the middle class” against the marriage between
political power and big business, political analyst
Aziz Chahir told AFP. Ahmed Bouz, another political
analyst, said the campaign shows “awareness of the
need to separate politics from business”. 

‘Conflicts of interest’ 
The Moroccan press frequently covered conflict

of interest throughout the 2000s, placing a sharp
focus on the royal family and the National
Investment Company - since transformed into a
holding company and renamed Al Mada. The enrich-
ment of the country’s ruling elite resurfaced in 2011
as the popular revolts of the Arab Spring swept
across the region. Consitutional reform that year
fuelled hopes for change, but the current govern-
ment - formed in 2017 by the Islamist PJD party -
brought in more technocrats and businessmen, along
with accusations of conflict of interest. 

Moroccan media and activists accuse Trade
Minister Moulay Hafid Elalamy - who heads one of
the country’s largest conglomerates - of helping to
pass a favorable tax provision for the transfer of his
Saham insurance company to South African giant
Sanlam. Elalamy says he has complied with the law
and asked for an inquiry into the transaction to
prove his innocence. “Nothing in the law prohibits
businessmen from holding government positions,”
Abdelali Benamour, head of Morocco’s Competition
Council, told AFP. 

Fouad Abdelmoumen of Transparency Moroc
said: “The state has not put in place mechanisms that
define conflicts of interest and that contain excess-
es.” Excessive profits in big business - especially
fuel distributors like Afriquia - has also stoked anger
among Moroccans. A mid-May parliamentary report
on the evolution of fuel prices since their liberaliza-
tion in 2015 caused an uproar. The final version of
the report - its most glaring figures redacted - put
the sector’s profit margins above $1.5 billion. The
alliance between business and politics appeared
again in headlines Tuesday, when Salaheddine
Mezouar - former finance minister, trade minister
and head of the NRI - was elected head of
Morocco’s private business sector. — AFP 
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Northern Ireland under pressure 
after historic Irish abortion vote

Result another hammer blow for Catholic Church’s authority
DUBLIN: Pressure mounted yesterday for British-ruled
Northern Ireland to liberalize its strict abortion laws after
a historic referendum in the neighboring Republic of
Ireland overturned its ban. A traditionally Catholic country,
Ireland voted by a landslide to ditch its strict abortion laws
in a referendum that Prime Minister Leo Varadkar said lift-
ed decades of stigma and shame. Varadkar’s government
has promised to approve the drafting of abortion legisla-
tion at a cabinet meeting tomorrow and is aiming to enact
the new law before the end of the year.

More than 66 percent of
voters backed repealing the
constitutional ban on termina-
tions, triggering scenes of tear-
ful jubilation in Dublin after an
emotional campaign. British
lawmakers said Northern
Ireland, where abortions are
only allowed if the physical or
mental health of the mother are
at severe risk, should now fol-
low suit. Women who have
unsanctioned abortions in
Northern Ireland face life
imprisonment under 19th-century legislation still in place.

International Development Secretary Penny Mordaunt
said Ireland’s vote was a “hopeful” day for Northern
Ireland. “That hope must be met,” she said. Newspapers
reflected on the historic vote, while the government prom-
ised to allow abortion in the first 12 weeks of pregnancy
and between 12 and 24 weeks in exceptional circum-
stances. “The power of women,” was the headline on The
Sunday Independent, while The Sunday Business Post ran
with “Generation Yes” saying Ireland had wrestled with its

past and voted to redefine its future. The Irish Sun on
Sunday pictured two women hugging under the headline
“No more lonely journeys” in reference to those who had
been forced to travel to England to have an abortion. 

Seismic change 
Writing in The Sunday Times, columnist Una Mullally

said: “The fiction of Ireland as a conservative, dogmatically
Catholic country has been shattered. What happened in
the referendum vote was seismic, but more seismic still

was the realization that this
vote was reflecting change,
not just instigating it.” In the
Sunday Independent, Jody
Corcoran said the big pro-
choice vote “maximizes to a
visceral, guttural roar what
must amount to be a demand
to end decades of hypocrisy
and shame”.

The result is another ham-
mer blow for the Catholic
Church’s authority in Ireland,
coming three years after ref-

erendum voters backed legalizing same-sex marriage by
62 percent. The Church’s influence has crumbled in recent
years due to a series of child sex abuse scandals. Diarmuid
Martin, the Catholic Archbishop of Dublin, said the Church
could not compromise its position on abortion. In an
address to mass-goers in Maynooth, west of Dublin,
Martin said the Church needed to renew its pro-life stance
not just in words but in deeds also, Irish media reported.
That would include helping women struggling with difficult
decisions over pregnancies. “Pro-life means radically

rediscovering in all our lives a special love for the poor,” he
reportedly said.

Northern Ireland in spotlight 
But any hope for quick change in Northern Ireland, the

only part of the United Kingdom where terminations are
almost always illegal, appears improbable. May’s minority

Conservative government relies on support from MPs from
Northern Ireland’s Democratic Unionist Party for a majori-
ty in the British parliament - and the Protestant DUP
strongly opposes abortion law reform. Sinn Fein and the
SDLP, the two major parties representing Northern
Ireland’s Irish Catholics, and the cross-community Alliance
Party, back overturning the ban.—AFP 

BERLIN: Thousands of demonstrators for
and against the far-right faced off in mass
rival rallies in Berlin yesterday, where calls of
“We are the people” were met with chants
of “Go away, Nazis” and techno music.
Police officers were deployed to keep
groups apart and prevent clashes, as far-left
militants vowed to “sabotage” the march by
the anti-immigrant, anti-Islam Alternative for
Germany (AfD) party. On Twitter, Berlin
police said they had to use pepper spray to
stop “demonstrators from trying to break
down barriers” separating the rallies at
Berlin’s Leipziger square.

They also announced bridge closures to
avoid AfD demonstrators running into oppo-
nents. The counter-demos, organized under
the banner “Stop the hatred, Stop the AfD”,
were triggered by a call from the far-right
party for its supporters to march in the capi-
tal “for the future of Germany”. According to
police, “several thousand” AfD supporters
answered the call, assembling at Berlin’s
main train station shortly after midday
before making their way to the iconic
Brandenburg Gate.

Many of them were waving Germany’s

black, red and gold flag and carrying blue
balloons, the color of the AfD. Their chants
of “Merkel must go” and “We are the peo-
ple” were occasionally drowned out by
whistles, jeers and outstretched middle fin-
gers from counter-demonstrators in side
streets cordoned off by rows of police. The
AfD march marks the first public show of
strength by the nationalist outfit since it
became the largest opposition party.

Scheduled to address the crowd are top
AfD figures Joerg Meuthen and Alexander
Gauland, who regularly rail against
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s decision to allow
in large numbers of mainly Muslim refugees
at the height of Europe’s migrant crisis.
“Merkel caused such chaos,” 41-year-old
AfD member and teacher Christine Moessl
told AFP. “Now we know that many Islamists
were among the refugees and they have no
respect for women. We need to be safe.”

After initially predicting 10,000 AfD
supporters would show up, organizers later
said they would be happy with a turnout of
5,000. Berlin AfD chief Georg Pazderski
said ahead of the march that many still
feared being “stigmatized” for showing
their AfD colors, even after the party took
nearly 13 percent of the vote and won its
first seats in the national parliament in last
year’s elections. 

‘Bass away the AfD’ 
Thousands joined the main counter-

demo, staged by an alliance of political par-
ties, unions, student bodies, migrant advo-
cates and civil society organizations.
Walking under a hot Berlin sun, supporters

waved rainbow flags and carried banners
with messages like “No to racism” and “Go
away, Nazis”, while chanting “the whole of
Berlin is against the AfD”. One of the loudest
counter-demos was organized by some 100
clubs from Berlin’s legendary techno scene,
who were using boats and floats on the river
Spree and a convoy of DJ-carrying trucks to
“bass away” the AfD. “The Berlin club cul-
ture is everything that Nazis are not,” they
said in a statement. We are progressive,

queer, feminist, anti-racist, inclusive, colorful
and we have unicorns.”

Although the vast majority of counter-
demonstrators are expected to be peaceful,
members of the far-left extremist Antifa
movement have on their website called for
“chaos”, urging sympathizers “to sabotage
the AfD rally using all necessary means”.
Berlin police have deployed 2,000 officers,
drafted in from across Germany, to keep the
peace.—AFP 
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BERLIN: Alternative for Germany (AfD) demonstrators attend the
“demonstration for the future of German” march yesterday. — AFP 
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DUBLIN: Yes campaigners hold posters calling for British-ruled Northern Ireland to liberalize its strict abortion
laws at Dublin Castle on Saturday. — AFP 

WARSAW: Young disabled Poles have called off
their sit-in protest in the Polish parliament after 40
days of sleeping on its floor in a bid to persuade
the right-wing government to boost their meager
living allowance. The move came as the spring ses-
sion of NATO’s Parliamentary Assembly was being
held in the Polish parliament over the weekend. In
connection with the event, Polish authorities
blocked off the corridor where the protesters are
camped out, cutting them off from the outside
world and shower facilities giving them access to
only one bathroom. 

“After 40 days, we are suspending our protest
in parliament,” Iwona Hartwich, who has been
protesting inside parliament alongside her 23-
year-old son Jakub, told Poland’s TVN24 news
channel. “We’re worried about our children’s well-
being. We’ve been cut off from facilities,” she
added. Confined to a wheel-chair, Jakub is one of
some 10 other disabled young protesters who are
demanding a new monthly benefit of Ä120 ($141) in
addition to the modest state payments they cur-
rently receive.

Lech Walesa, Poland’s communist-era freedom
icon and Nobel Peace Prize winner, rallied behind
them on Monday calling for solidarity with their
cause. Senior members of Poland’s right-wing
Law and Justice (PiS) government have also met
with them, but have failed to agree on their
demands. Poland’s Family and Labour Minister
Elzbieta Rafalska said it has already increased an
existing disability allowance by 39 euros, to 245
euros.— AFP 
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MOSUL: A group of Iraqi university students have
found a cause in the ruins of Mosul. They are salvaging
what is left of its rich heritage, clearing rubble and dis-
tributing aid in a city crying out for help after the war
against Islamic State. The project began when Raghad
Hammadi and a group of students decided to launch a
campaign to help rebuild the Central Library of Mosul
University, burnt and bombed in the war. Its vast con-
tents had been all but lost.

But they found buried under layers of ash some
30,000 books almost intact. Over 40 hot days, with
the war still raging on the other side, the students
moved the books one by one using holes made by
rockets to carry them to safety. “An entire city with a
glorious past and ancient history lost its heritage and
culture: the tomb of the Prophet Jonah, the minaret of
Al-Hadba which is older than Iraq itself. It is great that
we were able to save a part of this heritage,” said
Hammadi, 25, a nursing student.

Both the leaning minaret of Al-Hadba , part of the 12th
century Grand Al-Nuri Mosque, where in 2014 Islamic
State’s Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi declared a caliphate, and
the ancient tomb of what is believed to be of the Prophet
Jonah (PBUH) were destroyed in the military campaign
to retake the city. Hammadi says among the books sal-
vaged were some handwritten by Mosul scholars. They
included editions written in Moslawi, the distinct dialect
of the region once known as a centre for scholarly Islam
and the pride of many for its ancient mosques, churches
and Old City architecture.

Revolution within
Elsewhere, volunteers cleared rubble and garbage,

opened roads, drilled water wells and distributed aid.
“The situation in Mosul is so much better now and this

is because of the revolution that happened within
Mosul, within its young people,” she said. After living
under Islamic State’s strict rule and then the war to
retake the city, young women feel as though they have
been liberated. 

The team that set out to rescue the books was
mixed, a rarity in Mosul’s society, where mingling
between sexes outside the family or university was lim-
ited even before Islamic State. “An unbelievable barrier
has been broken, it might be a trivial thing for the rest
of the world but for Mosul it is huge,” she said. Months
after Iraq announced full control of the city, life is back
in many parts. But much of the Old City, where the last
and the bloodiest battles were waged, is still in com-
plete ruin.

Diyaa Al Taher, a resident who is helping rehabili-
tate homes, says most people, despite being impover-
ished, have returned to neighborhoods where the rub-
ble has been cleared.  However, there are entire areas
that are completely deserted. Corpses fester under
debris. “Poverty can do more harm than Daesh. If the
city remains like this and the poor can’t find anything
to eat, they will do anything,” said Taher, 30. Taher
says his target is to rehabilitate 1,000 homes and has
so far finished rehabilitating 75, relying solely on dona-
tions from locals.

Taher is regularly stopped by locals asking for help.
He points to a collapsed home where an entire family
was killed. “Their belongings were taken to be sold for
charity,” he said, skipping over the stream of sewage
that split the road.

Miracle escape
Marwa Al-Juburi, 25, a divorcee, was one of the first to

volunteer as soon as she and her family escaped the
fighting. “It was a miracle that we even made it. From then
on I refused to accept to stay at home anymore. I refused
to be silenced and I haven’t since,” she said. She says she
had to overcome stigma both as a woman and a divorcee
to carry out the work. She runs activities for children and
helps coordinate access to medical care and equipment
for families. Her team organized the opening of a park
previously used as a military training ground for the
fighters who ruled the city for three years.— Reuters 
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